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HOW TO GROW YOUR CHAPTER
Part 2
In the last article we talked about the format of your
membership application, having membership applications
available 24/7 and “planting the seeds” for future growth. This
article will focus on marketing of your organization and creating
name recognition.
It is inherent in human nature to want to belong to successful
and active organizations. Activity breeds activity within an
organization. Years ago, the Virginia Chapter was nick-named
“The Hyperactive Chapter” by other SPAAMFAA chapters.
Why? We began a program to actively track the quantity of
events that our members participated in with their apparatus.
Would you believe the number at the end of the year was close
to 300! In truthfulness the program was started to create
documentation that could later be used for the purpose of
obtaining grant funding, but that is another subject. With 300
events annually that our antique fire apparatus rolls through,
imagine how many people are exposed to seeing these apparatus?
Think about this number in terms of marketing your organization.
The thousands of people each year (the general public) that see
our rigs normally think that all of these rigs are owned by fire
departments, just as I did when I was a young firefighter 50 years
ago. What do you do to educate these people that all of these rigs
they see are privately owned and that preserving these historical
artifacts is a hobby? What do you do to make them realize that
they too, as well as their families, can participate in the hobby?
That there is in fact a local organization that promotes saving
this history?
The Virginia chapter promotes itself publicly through the use
of 2 types of banners.
The first is a parade
banner that is carried
in front of our units in
a parade to announce
who we are or can be
used on poles in front
of a static display.

The second is a banner that is meant to be used on each side of
the apparatus while participating in an event and is large and
distinctive enough so that it can be read while the unit is traveling
through a parade. This leaves no doubt as to who we are!

Numerous times, photos have appeared in the local newspapers
featuring our rigs and the banner on the side leaves a lasting
impression to all that see it, who we are. This creates “name
recognition” and the more people see it, the more they want to
belong!

The Virginia Chapter also provides letterhead paper/envelopes
and business cards to all of its officers. These are used anytime
that chapter business is conducted with any outside entity. This is
necessary for a professional appearance and to emphasize that our
organization is a “real” organization and can conduct business in
a professional manner. This also creates “name recognition” with
all that we do business with and is especially important when
dealing with local officials or politicians.
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Another SPAAMFAA National Convention has
come and gone, but the memories and friendships I
made will be with me forever. Although I have been a
SPAAMFAA member for a long time, it is only recently
that I have had the opportunity to start attending the
Conventions and Musters. Over the years I have talked
to a number of folks about fire trucks and the hobby but
never had the chance to meet them personally and get
to know them. It is nice to finally meet some of the
people you are friends with on Facebook and other
websites.
The highlight of my trip was spending time and
having dinner with a dear old friend I met through the
hobby many years ago, Sal Pitruzello. Sal and I restored
matching 1946 Macks a number of years ago and after
8 years of emailing and sharing parts we were finally
able to meet a the Syracuse Muster in 2011 and have
enjoyed spending time together at these events.
The week was filled with some great trips including
the FASNY Museum in Hudson, a very emotional trip
to the 9/11 memorial in New York City, some very
productive meetings, and the highlight of the week, the
Muster at Andy Leider’s Truck House. There were
trucks and rigs of all types from the 1800’s up until the
1980’s. I can’t wait to see what awaits us in Alabama
in February 2017!…….Bill
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Raymond H. Pitts, 73 – 8/13/16. Ray was a
retired Wakefield, MA Firefighter, he served
for sixteen years and retired in 1981. Ray was
a member and Past President of SPAAMFAA,
MAFAA, Box 52 and First Responders. He
was very involved with Fire Associations,
Safety Issues and Antique Vehicles.
Joseph "Mac" Connell Sr- Joseph "Mac"
Connell January 12, 1935 - August 15, 2016
The Chesapeake Antique Fire Apparatus
Association lost a long time member and friend
on August 15 with the passing of Mac Connell.
He was a kind and generous man who treated
everyone as a friend.
Harvey Lee Carter Jr. M.D.- Dr. Carter a SPAAMFAA
member and the founder and current president of the
Shreveport Fire Fighters Museum from Shreveport LA passed
away 8/17/16.
Bob Leonard- PPP member Bob Leonard passed away
4/10/16. Those who crossed his path will always have good
memories when his name is remembered.

Presidents Line
The Middletown convention is now finished, hats off to the
Fairchester Hose Haulers, what a great show! There were well
over 400 attendees signed up for the muster/convention. The
Saturday event was attended by SPAAMFAA members and 1000s
of the general public, which the town had advertised locally. The
Leiders had over 150 of their own pieces on display at their facility,
along with other members who brought their rigs out for the event.
We are now looking forward to February 22-25 in Pelham
Alabama, hosted by the Central Alabama Chapter. Make sure to
get your reservations in early as there is limited space at the host
hotel. Come join the fun and friendship down in the South this
coming winter!
The 2016 Robinson award was awarded to Len Williams. Len
has served as our National’s Treasurer for well over 20 years, and
we all thank him. This is the most prestigious award and is
presented to a National SPAAMFAA member who has given to
the benefit of the Society.
For the first time in many years, SPAAMFAA is now in the
black financially, and is operating under a budget, making the
organization financially sound. I want to thank those who have
also contributed to our fund raising efforts for the Endowment,
General, and Soderbeck Funds. These funds allow SPAAMFAA
to augment membership dues, purchase equipment, and support
the archives. This much needed funding for the archives is used
for preserving and scanning the historical documents we have and
to make them available on the secure portion of the website in the
near future. As we are stewards of our historical materials, please
consider giving any amount on the next renewal to help fund this
great effort for now and future generations.
We held a future planning session which gave great suggestions
for direction for the Board of Trustees to consider in future
meetings. Thank you to all of the chapter Presidents or their
appointees for your input.
We are now dividing the responsibilities of the Membership
Secretary’s duties. We are looking for that special someone who
would like to be considered for the communications end of the
position only. If you are know of someone who may have any
interest please have them send
an e-mail to
President@SPAAMFAA.org.
To improve our effectiveness of communication with the
chapters we are looking for volunteers in each region who would
like to become assistant Trustees. To be part of our changes, we
have other positions on committees that also need filling, consider
volunteering to make SPAAMFAA better! I want to thank the
numerous amount of you who have already stepped up to assist,
as this is what will make SPAAMFAA strong.
Finally, it is with great sadness I must report Ray Pitts, Past
President of SPAAMFAA has answered his last alarm call on
August 14, 2016. Ray has been a lifetime member and supporter
of SPAAMFAA for the past several decades. Please keep his
family in your prayers.
In closing, don’t forget to bring a friend to the next muster or
show and have them get involved and become a member of
SPAAMFAA.
Bill Dundas

From Your …
SPAAMFAA National Board Members
Meeting Bid Schedule Information
Chapters bid on and host Summer Conferences & Musters and all
Annual Meetings & Conferences. The Board of Trustees approves
a bid (meeting location) at a Summer Conference & Muster or
Winter Meeting and Conference: the “Bids Due” date is so any
bids received can be considered at the next Board Meeting.
Locations and years not filled will receive a new “Bids Due” date.
(TBA = To Be Announced).
Year
2017
2018
2019

Winter C/M
Pelham AL
Open
Open

Summer C/M
Watertown, NY
Open
Open

Bids Due
Closed
Open
Open

2017 NATIONAL SPAAMFAA WINTER CONVENTION &
MUSTER
February 22-25, 2017 in Pelham, Alabama, Presented by the
Alabama Bucket Brigade
You don't want to miss what promises to be an exciting convention!
You'll enjoy nationally recognized speakers like Chief Alan
Brunacini, excursions to world class museums like Barber
Motorsports Museum and the American Village, informative
seminars by restoration expert Peter West and Photojournalist Butch
Dill, a muster, fire truck obstacle course, flea market, variety of
cuisines, entertainment, and of course, the best part of any
SPAAMFAA convention: the passion and energy you'll feel being
around a large number of your peers. Host Hotel: Holiday Inn
Express - Oak Mountain Park Area located at 260 Cahaba Valley
Road, Pelham, AL 35124. To make a reservation you will need to
call (205) 987-8888 and let them know you're with the SPAAMFAA
convention, CODE: AFM. Early Bird rates are just $99.00+tax per
night for bookings made before 1/22/2017. Rates after 1/22/2017
increase to $109.00+tax per night. All hotel bookings include Free
Internet and Free Breakfast! RV parking with hook-ups available.
Visit www.albucketbrigade.org to learn more about our exciting
itinerary.

From the National Safety Committee

CLOSE CALLS

In the last article, we talked about the importance of wheel
chocks and one of my near miss experiences. I hope you are
learning from my mistakes so that you never have to experience
an accident. Having just returned from the National SPAAMFAA
Conference & muster in Middletown, in which the local chapter
requested help from the National Safety Committee, I would like
to reflect back on some of what we experienced.
This experience came right after the last article on wheel
chocks, so I have to wonder if anyone is actually reading these
articles?
Immediately after the rigs were parked on the muster site, the
safety officers started making their rounds. I personally found 9
rigs parked and unattended with NO wheel chocks in place and
to my amazement the chocks were right there in the running
board mounts near the rear wheels. The owners had parked the
rigs & walked away. In these 9 cases, instead of writing the
owner a nasty gram, I put the chocks down for them. In another
4 cases, unattended rigs had no chocks in place and there were
none in sight on the rig, so I did leave notes on the rig. In one
case, the owner was there. When asked about chocks he stated
“no one told him that chocks were required”. As an owner of a
piece of heavy equipment shouldn’t he know that? If he is a
SPAAMFAA member, he has the responsibility of knowing what
the entire SPAAMFAA safety package says. If he is not a
SPAAMFAA member but a local chapter member only, the
chapter has the responsibility of educating its members &
enforcing the safety package. In yet another case, when asked
about chocks, the owner stated that “I am just here for fun and
no I do not have a chock or an extinguisher and it’s on me”.
What in the H does that mean? So he can take action or inaction
that hurts someone else or damages someone else’s rig and it’s
“on him”. Remember –

This is the first in the the series called Close Calls. The story
has been modified a bit from the original owner’s submission. We
are asking that all Chapters give their responses to the questions
at the end & email them to Tommy Herman (tom-herman@att.net)
or Justin Birchfield (mtfd363@gmail.com). We only need a
response from the chapters unless the SPAAMFAA member does
not belong to a local chapter.
An apparatus owner was driving a 1978 Hahn (which is privately
owned by his father and his family) truck has a 671T Detroit and
an Allison HT740D automatic transmission. They were headed
south on a New Jersey highway and were going to the CLAFAA
muster at Cooper River Park. Kids were belted in (all in the cab.)
Weather was clear, sunny and hot. Time was about 9:45am and
traffic was moderate for a Sunday morning. It should be noted that
the water tank was empty and aside from 1200' of LDH, there was
minimal amounts of miscellaneous equipment and tools on board.
The operator was in the right-hand lane. He had just accelerated
from a full stop at a traffic light, and had gone maybe 1/4 of a mile.
He estimated his road speed to have been 40-45mph. A work-type
van came up on his left side (middle lane) which he did see in the
mirror. He noted it as he was trucking along at a pretty good clip.
He gets in front of me, and swerves right into my lane and applies
his brakes to make a right-hand turn.
The operator immediately stomped on the brake and did so, so
hard that the engine stalled. Yes, the engine stalled. Never had that
happen before. As this happens, the rear end of the truck fishtails
into the center lane. So he is steering left into the fishtail (as we
all do when we fishtail in the snow) when he figure out "oh darn,
I lost the power steering”, why?..... That’s when he figured out the
engine had stalled. So with one hand on the wheel holding it into
a left steer, he used his right hand to drop the transmission into
neutral, then back onto the wheel and left hand onto the starter
button. Once the engine had lit back off, he of course had steering
control and gently accelerated was able to recover quickly. He got
the truck back into the right hand lane and recovered himself. The
brand new steer tires now have an inch of tread missing in one
spot.
The owner was just out on a Sunday drive in a privately owned
antique fire apparatus with no water or equipment. What would
the outcome have been if the apparatus had a full load of water and
hose? Would the truck have rolled? Should it have rolled being as
light as it was? What if the operator didn’t think to steer into the
fishtail? What would have happened if it were an in-service piece
of apparatus and was driving to a run?
Know your stuff people. Know your dash boards, control panels
and buttons and try to be able to manipulate them blindfolded. Be
cognizant of your surroundings at all times. Pay attention to other
drivers at all times.
Moral of the story: The owner gives credit
to a few years of driving apparatus, coupled with knowing his
equipment (was able to use the "detent gates" on the transmission
shift to drop it into neutral without looking and also knew where
to look for the starter button on the dash.....all while working to
recover the rig in a rapid deceleration situation on a major highway.
Instinct kicked in and he knew to steer into the fishtail and also to
gently accelerate once he had the engine back up.
1. What would you do in this situation?
2. Did the operator do everything appropriate? If not what
should he have been done differently
3. Were any safety rules or guidelines broken?
4. Any other thoughts or suggestions to this close call?

THE FUN STOPS WHEN
SOMEONE GETS HURT
How does your chapter “get the word out?” Is ignorance of
the rules a plausible excuse? It is our experience that handing
out the rules to an owner as he drives onto the muster site is NOT
an effective method. The driver will simply set it on the seat
beside him and go about the day, never taking the time to actually
read it until possibly after he gets home that evening.
A properly managed muster will have distributed entry forms
well ahead of time. The entry forms should include a requirement
for insurance information to be provided, a release of liability
clause, followed by a signature. This is also a good spot to place
a notice that chocks & extinguishers will be required. Once an
entry is received it should be acknowledged and included in this
acknowledgement should be the muster safety rules.
Acknowledgement could be by mail or email but it should be
done! The owner will now have the rules well ahead of time and
cannot say that “no one told him.” This is also a measure of
prudence that could very well protect the chapter from liability.
Have fun, be safe and send me your good ideas on effective
means of communicating safety to the members and remember,
we are also collecting “Near Miss” information so that others
can learn from all of our mistakes.
Thomas L. Herman, tom-herman@att.net or 804-590-1239

New Program Announcement
Your SPAAMFAA leadership is aggressively looking for ways to provide additional assistance to the chapters and create new
programs that would be of benefit to the members. At the same time we must work hard on attracting new members to the organization,
both at the chapter level and the national level. Over the last year we have been working on methods to achieve this goal. The “New
Member Incentive Program” was devised as a means of helping the chapters and encouraging everyone to work on attracting new
members to the hobby. The attachment that was sent in error previously was a draft of the original proposed program. The board desired
changes and simplification and did not want to have a program that had “winners or losers”, as did the previous program that was in
place years ago. The previous program was dropped because the same chapter “won” it every year. Please take the time to read the new
program, attached.
Per the SPAAMFAA Board’s desires, this program gives every chapter an equal opportunity to benefit directly from their efforts. It
will also be simple to administer by those responsible for tracking and administration. The benefit to each individual chapter is directly
proportional to the amount of effort put forth by that chapter and is fair to all.
SPAAMFAA membership applications can be downloaded from the web site or printed forms can be obtained from the Membership
Secretary, Candy Bennett. You can message her from the web site.
Each chapter is responsible for writing their chapter # on the upper right hand corner of the application or having new members that
join on line write in their chapter name or number on the online application. Also, note that on the attached roster of chapters, your
chapter # is in the “B” column on the left side of the document.
If there should be any questions at all, please feel free to contact me directly, tom-herman@att.net or 804-590-1239.

New Membership Incentive Program
Effective Date – July 1, 2016
Purpose: To increase new SPAAMFAA membership.
Agenda: To incentivize chapters as a whole to endorse and participate in the national membership drive, to incentivize chapters to enlist
chapter members that are not currently SPAAMFAA members and incentivize chapters to perform outreach recruitment to seek out and
obtain new chapter members and new SPAAMFAA members at the same time, to everyone’s benefit.
Program: Every chapter has been assigned a number. For the number you are assigned, refer to the master list distributed by the Executive
Secretary 3/7/16. The far left column on the spread sheet is the # assignment of your chapter.
Each chapter orders new membership
applications as needed from the membership secretary. Upon receipt, write or stamp on the upper right hand corner your chapter number.
Distribute applications throughout your chapter membership. Upon receipt by the membership secretary, your chapter will be given
credit for the new members. For online applications, advise the new member to reference your chapter name or number where it asks
for chapter affiliation. It is recommended that each chapter President appoint a New Membership Chairman and/or committee to handle
and promote the program throughout the chapter.

Incentives To Be Awarded:
Awards:

Any chapter that signs up over 50 new members shall be given free SPAAMFAA Insurance for the following
year.
Any chapter that signs up over 30 new members shall be given $200.00 off of their annual insurance payment.
Any chapter that signs up between 20 - 30 new members shall be given $125.00 off of their annual insurance
payment.
Any chapter that signs up over 10 new members shall be given $75.00 off of their annual insurance payment.

The Worst Disaster In The History Of The New
York Subway
From Richard Sparrow in the CNY Tailgater newsletter

On January 6, 1915, a seemingly minor incident under the
streets of Midtown caused a terrible panic, the worstup to that
date, injuring hundreds of commuters and killing one. That
morning, two electrical cables feeding into manholes at
Broadway and 52nd Street suddenly shorted out, causing a
blackout in the subway tunnels below. The cable insulation,
not fireproof, began issuing masses of “dense acrid” smoke
that soon filled the tunnels. The event occurred at the start of
rush hour so there where three trains between 50th Street and
Columbus Circle that were immediately affected. Over 2,500
people were trapped in the subway cars or stuck inside
suddenly dark stations. Nothing but the wires was actually on
fire. But the billowing, toxic smoke in darkened tunnels soon
caused a panic as passengers began clawing for the doors,
trampling the weak underfoot. Hundreds were sent to the
hospital with various injuries, mostly smoke inhalation, but
many from the horrors of being trampled underfoot.
Unfortunately, one woman was killed in the incident.
Firefighters had few options in rescuing passengers. Most
were delivered up ladders along a small passage at 55th Street.
The air was so toxic that many firemen were themselves
hospitalized.

“The firemen found passengers struggling to get out of the
few car doors that were opened while hundreds of persons lay
upon the car floors, having been asphyxiated or trampled on
in this panic. Others escaped from cars only to fall besides the
tracks blinded and with lungs full of smoke.” [New York
Times]
“Blindly shouting and screaming, the passengers ran from the
car they were in to the other cars, hoping to find some relief
from the fumes and smoke. They knocked each other down in
their wild scramble to get air and clawed each other’s
clothing……In a few minutes the sound of crashing glass
gave higher pitch to the panic.” [New York Tribune]
“There ensued a disgraceful and brutal battle for safety. Men
and boys knocked down and trampled women and
girls…….Most of the women had practically all their clothing
torn off. Many of the men were stripped to the sides from the
waist up.” [Evening World]

September 2013
MAKING CAST IRON FIRE MARKS
Robert M. Shea
Over forty different fire insurance companies throughout the United
States issued cast iron fire marks from 1804 to 1904. These cast iron
fire marks are more than insurance collectibles; some are works of art
in their own right and representative of 19th century technology. While
much has been written about fire insurance and the early insurance
companies, very little has been written about the production of the fire
marks themselves. It is the purpose of this article to give the reader
an understanding of the craftsmanship involved in their production
and, hopefully, a deeper appreciation of the mark itself.
The Basics
Cast iron fire marks were made by a method called sand casting.
In sand casting, a “mold” is made by first mixing moist sand and clay
into a moist semi-permanent state. Then a hardwood model of the
fire mark, called a “pattern,” is embedded in the moist sand. When
the pattern is removed, it leaves a hollow space or void, called a mold,
in the shape of the desired mark. The pattern is made slightly larger
than the actual fire mark because the molten iron will contract when
cooled. Molten iron is poured into the mold and allowed to cool and
solidify. To retrieve the finished mark, the mold is broken.
Therefore, a new mold must be made for each fire mark.
All fire marks have a “casting mark,” which is the rough area
where the molten iron was either poured directly into the mold
cavity or flowed, through channels in the sand, into the mold cavity.
In casting, the “sprue” refers to the hole and passage through which
the molten iron, or “meld,” is poured into the mold. Where the
sprue pours directly into the mold cavity, the casting mark on the
reverse of the fire mark is called a “sprue mark.” That sprue mark is
either a circle, called a “circle mark,” or a thin line, called a “wedge
mark.” Where the sprue leads into a channel in the sand and then
into the mold cavity, the casting mark on the edge is called a “gate
mark.”
The above is a general description of sand casting. The following
describes the various methods.
Open Mold Casting
The simplest casting method is the open mold process which uses
a sand mold that is open on the back and the molten iron is poured
directly into the mold or void. Fire marks made using this process
will have a flat back and a casting/gate mark on the edge.
The process is as follows:
● The pattern is placed face up on a flat “follow board,” also called
a pattern board. A “flask,” which is a four sided wood frame without
a bottom or lid, is placed on the board surrounding the pattern.
● The pattern is covered with “parting dust” to keep the sand from
sticking.

● The flask is then filled, beginning with fine sand, then course
sand, and packed down. It is important that sand fills the
mounting holes in the pattern so as to leave small columns of
sand in the mold cavity. These columns are known as “cores.”
The molten iron will flow around them to create hollow areas
(mounting holes) in the casting.
● Once the flask is filled, it is covered with a second follow
board, also called a bottom board. and the flask is flipped over
bringing the first follow board to the top.
● The follow board and pattern are then removed.
● You now have a mold, which is a negative image of the fire
mark in the sand.
● A small depression, or gate, is cut into the sand on the side
of the mold cavity to allow excess molten iron to overflow when
the mold is full.
● Molten iron is poured into the open mold cavity. When the
molten iron cools, the fire mark is removed from the sand and
the overflow iron, or gate mark, is removed from the edge. In
many instances, the gate mark is worked off so smoothly by the
craftsman that it cannot be seen.
Closed Mold Casting
In closed mold casting, the steps for open mold casting are
followed until the flask has been flipped. At this point the
pattern remains in the flask when the follow board is removed.
The flask, where the reverse of the pattern is exposed, is now
called the “drag.” Marks made in a closed mold can have
either a flat or hollow back. This means that the reverse side
of the wood pattern has a completely flat surface or has a
hollow area.
● “Parting dust” is applied to the reverse of the exposed
pattern and surrounding sand.
● A second wood frame, called a “cope,” is placed on top of
the drag. Pins and sockets at the edges of the cope and drag
ensure proper alignment for this two part flask.
● The empty cope is completely filled and packed with
sand. The parting dust will keep the newly pack sand in the
cope from sticking to the sand and pattern which is in the drag.
● The sand packed cope is then removed and turned on its
side.
[Note, where the wood pattern is hollow in the back, the sand
in the cope that went into the pattern’s hollow area will have a
positive image of the hollow area and is called a core. Sand
cores form the internal features of the fire mark, i. e. the
negative image of a tree on the reverse of the Mutual
Assurance’s B38 and the hollow hands of the Baltimore
Equitable Society’s B57-59.]
The next phase of the casting process depends on whether
the mold has been designed to have molten iron flow through
the sprue directly into the mold cavity or into a channel that
leads to the mold cavity.

Casting Fire Marks Where the Sprue Pours
Directly Into the Mold Cavity
The pattern is removed from the drag exposing the mold cavity.
● With the cope on its side a ½” hollow pipe is aligned with the
cavity and pushed all the way through the cope sand and the core
removed. The hole in the sand is the sprue that allows the molten
iron will flow through the sand in the cope, directly into the mold
cavity.
● The two flasks are secured tightly together aligning the
negative mold cavity in the drag and the positive sand mold
image in the cope.
● Molten iron is then poured into the cope’s sprue hole and
flows through the sand directly into the mold cavity. In this case,
the casting mark on the fire mark is a circle sprue mark because
the end of the sprue was a ½” circle. Examples of circle sprue
marks may be found on the reverse of B83 of the Fire
Association.
● When the 1/2” tube used to make the sprue is tapered at the
bottom, the molten iron will form a casting mark that is a line or
wedge. A wedge sprue mark is the most common casting mark
found on the reverse of fire marks.
● After cooling, the casting is removed from the sand and the
sprue and any excess iron is removed from the fire mark.
Casting Fire Marks Where the Sprue Pours Into
a Channel That Lead Into the Mold Cavity

● After flipping the drag , a slight dent is made in the sand
beyond the pattern to mark where the sprue will come through the
sand in the cope.
● A ¾” deep and ¾” wide channel is cut in the sand from the
dent up to the pattern. This horizontal channel is where the
molten iron will flow from the end of the sprue into the mold
cavity.
● The pattern is removed from the drag exposing the mold
cavity.
● A gate is cut where the channel meets the pattern to allow the
molten iron to flow smoothly from the channel into the mold
cavity.
● With the cope on its side a ½” hollow pipe is pushed all the
way through the cope sand and the core removed. The hole in the
sand is the sprue that allows the molten iron to flow through the
sand and into the channel.
● The two flasks are secured tightly together aligning the mold
cavity in the drag and the positive sand mold image in the cope.
● Molten iron is then poured into the cope’s sprue hole,
flowing through the sand into the channel, through the gate and
into the mold cavity.
● After cooling, the sprue and any excess iron is removed.
● Note that in this process, the casting or “gate” mark will be
on the edge of the fire mark.
The next time you hold your cast iron fire mark, look it over
carefully. You should have a deeper appreciation of how it was
made along with its place in the country’s insurance and economic
history.

STORIES FROM THE AMERICAN
LAFRANCE PLANT IN ELMIRA, NY
As told on facebook by Erwin Dale Brown

the first rockets into space. It was nothing more than a pocket
calculator by modern standards but it weighed in at thousands of
pounds, sucked electricity with a straw and was so big it would
hardly fit into a 2 or 3 car garage. I know because he had one in
his work shop behind his house on Cedar Street but he couldn't
afford the electric bill to turn it on.

This is the 3rd in a series of stories about the old American
LaFrance Factory in Elmira NY.
Lunch time in the shop was Euchre Madness. The men sat at
wooden picnic tables in the filthy work areas because there was
no clean lunchroom or other place to eat your food. Almost
everyone played Euchre and the games were played so fast you
could hardly keep up if you were watching the cards fall. I called
them "Prison Cards" because the decks of cards they used were
so old and soaked with the oils and grease on their hands that the
cards were blackened, soft like paper and the corners were worn
off. I refused to play with them as a young man because I told
them if I started playing cards with them I would grow old and
die with them at that picnic table. I bought a new deck of cards
and gave them to the guys and they put them away in a tool box
for the day that "they would have to replace the deck they were
using if they lost one of the old cards from the greasy set"......
You just can't help some people.
You like door medallions? The guy who laid out the door
designs was the worst self important and self serving pain in the
butt that I have ever had the displeasure to work with. How do I
know? The upholstery shop was the only clean room in the plant
and they put him in the corner of my space so he wouldn't be on
the floor pissing others off. Many of his designs were
rejected...(He was not a trained artist of any kind)... after they
were painted and gold leafed onto the trucks. The screaming and
whining would go on for days about what a bunch of bastards
those customers were. I was standing right next to him one day
when a second repaint and leaf was rejected because it was worse
than the first one. I laughed so hard I nearly pissed myself. After
that all I had to say was "Gee Earl, did you ever get those deer
heads fixed and BAM!!! Abbott and Costello's "Susquahana Hat
Company" skit all over again. Awww, you had to be there. I was
a trained and very skilled academic artist then so I loved offering
to "FIX" anything that he couldn't figure out on his own but the
offers were never really appreciated
Mike Ruso from Southport worked at ALFCO and before that
helped build the first real computer "The Univac" right down the
street at the Remington Rand plant. Yup, the same buildings
where ALFCO moved temporarily before heading south for good.
That Univac computer was used by NASA to launch and guide

As a child I lived on the street right behind
that big black looking building (the frame shop)
MRS. FILBERTS WAS ALWAYS UNDER THE TRUCKS!!!!
"A.M." PRESIDENT Henry Rohrer's son and I were kids working
in the factory and when we were running electrical and air systems
under the big trucks we always found this old guy down there on
a creeper also. It distresses me to realize that I can't remember his
first name because I told myself that I would never forget this man
but as I said before everyone had a nickname. Bobby Rohrer called
him "MRS. FILBERTS" one day and it stuck. Mr. XXXX Smith
would be under there doing drive train, fuel tanks and hydraulic
fluid tanks while the boys skirted around him to do our part. During
slow times we would all line up on our creepers and he would tell
us stories about the antique refinishing shop that he was going to
open when he retired and the stories involved his wife, his children
and grand children. Bobby Rohrer and I were a couple of kids to
him but he always treated us as adults with some very serious skills.
If he needed a hand with something he would come for us. We
would just blow off our foreman (Dewey Schmidt), laugh in his
face, and assure him that we would be right back after we finished
up with "Mrs. Filberts". He worked a lot of over time so one day
we were on our way out of the plant and we saw him under a truck
so on our own time we got our creepers and climbed under the truck
on each side of our good friend to keep him company. After a while
he noted that the "well coveted" sun was still shining and we should
go and do what young guys do away from the plant. We agreed
and told Mr. Smith "Don't hurt yourself under there tonight",
laughed and headed out into the sunshine. The next morning at
7:00 AM the head of security told us that very soon after we walked
out the gate our good friend had a massive heart attack and died
under that truck. At ALFCO that kind of thing happened because
you could keep your job and stay with the company as long as you
were still able to do your job or an easier job that they could give
you.

INTER-CHAPTER NEWS
INDEPENDENCE 76 CHAPTER
Hoseline History Editor Jim Murray reported on a couple of
events the chapter participated in recently. On May 21st, the
1960 Seagrave participated in a Regional Honor Guard Training.
The attendees practiced all aspects of funeral services for fallen
first responders. The Seagrave was on hand to help with learning
and practicing the loading of a casket.

PPP SOCIETY OF INDIANA
Playpipe Editor Katrina Falk had a number of stories to share with
her group. The first was the 24th annual Strawberry Festival. This
year marked the 24th Annual Strawberry Festival hosted by the
White River Township Fire Department in Greenwood, Indiana.
As in previous years, PPPSI Member Rick Ordo did a tremendous
job coordinating PPPSI’s participation in the event. Over half a
dozen PPPSI Members attended with apparatus, while many more
members were in attendance throughout the day for the monthly
business meeting and to show support for and take in the day’s
events.
Rick was pleased with the turnout of apparatus and shared in our
hopes that this will one day be another choice event. Years ago,
when PPPSI first started participating in the Strawberry Festival,
it was not unusual for there to be a dozen or more pieces of antique
apparatus in attendance

The Next Generation of Firebuffs

National Archives
On June 25th, and 26th, the SPAAMFAA Archive Committee
was in town to continue work on the archives, now housed at
the American Truck Historical Society. There were two goals
for the weekend:
1). Photograph and archive flat files (blueprints, schematics,
etc.) and
2). To go through all materials received in 2015 and do an initial
sorting.
250 drawings out of 700 were processed and in addition to the
good work which was completed, the weekend was a lot of fun!

On the way home from the Strawberry Festival, Jon and Katrina
made a special stop to take one of Katrina’s students (PreKindergarten), along with his brother (5th Grade) and two sisters
(Kindergarten and 6th Grade), for their first-ever fire engine ride.
He had been admiring the truck since it arrived this past Spring
and saw it up-close for the first time at the local car show in May.
Was he ever surprised when it pulled into his driveway! This little
guy is a budding apparatus enthusiast — I hope it sticks!

Editors note: Things like this are one of the many ways to not
only include the younger generation into the hobby but also a way
to involve their parents and friends. Take every opportunity to
get the public involved in the hobby and generate interest. It is
a good idea to also carry an application or two on board in case
there is an interest. If you get this material into their hands, there
is a good chance of recruiting a new member. Great Job!

MILE HIGH HOOK AND LADDER

Firematic Collectors of Northern Nevada

From the Roto-Ray Newsletter:
The quest to get the photo of that new fire apparatus delivery
by Thomas J. Parsons
Over the years I have suggested taking pictures of personnel
as well as apparatus, but today let’s focus on that just delivered
rig. How many times have we heard about a new fire apparatus
to make its arrival at a local or near-by community fire station.
More often than not, it is parked inside, or is out on a run, or
gone to fuel up. How many times have we seen it “going the
other way”, on the highway, or didn’t have the camera either
handy or charged up for the opportunity.
When I was in the military, absent from the routine of the
hometown, I would buff the five stations while on leave hoping
for something to be out on the ramp. Of five stations, the north
side never had their rig out or handy, while other stations would
be gone on business to an unknown site. I would persevere and
after several visits was able to update the file on the various in
service as well as reserve rigs on the roster. At the time I was
trying to obtain a complete roster. In time I had accumulated a
fair amount of photos and contributed the seconds to the fire
historical museum. Most people were amazed that anyone had
bothered to take the photo in the first place, especially of a fire
truck or firefighter at the station.
I am amazed at when that just right time arrives and you are
able to capture that special rig on the emergency scene, at the
grocery store, or on the firehouse apron. These days with the
ambulance, the engine remains in quarters while the more
maneuverable rescue gets the groceries for the day. I sometimes
would get lucky and find a pumper, or aerial truck parked at
headquarters on the ramp, be it that station's rig, or a visiting rig
from a satellite station. One time I was able to photograph three
of the line rigs and ambulances at a drill session.
During one visit I was able to find two of the oldest pumpers
and a rescue ambulance at the maintenance facility, and was
able to obtain a snap of each. They were later disposed of and I
was thankful for the opportunity. It has taken at times a few
years to update and obtain a collection of that special rig that
seems impossible to get a single picture of.
Sadly, as the apparatus goes, so do the firefighters that you
get to know, the special ones that don’t mind pulling a rig out
on the ramp for that special photo session and of course a time
to exchange ideas and have a good old long conversation of
firehouse issues. This enters into preserving the faces of
members before they fade away into history along with the times
of those special fire apparatus delivered over time.
The same concept applies to fire stations, since they are often
subject to a wrecking ball after a certain period of service. As
far as having a special rig, brand or type, I have always been
partial to Ward LaFrance, since they were the main apparatus
in town before I left for the military. Some of you may prefer a
particular aerial apparatus, open or sedan cab pumper, or a
Hammer rig (better known in the Denver area). There are some
very interesting one of a kind that while may not be a favorite
of mine, but are special to those who attend such a function and
worth keeping in print.
Regardless they are worth preserving in a photo. Keep the
camera handy and charged up for that special moment. It may
be a year or more before it presents itself again.

Silver State Monitor Editor Jon Greene shared the following:

BROADCASTIFY:
Broadcastify is a website that “broadcasts” fire, police, EMS
and other radio channels from around the United States. Some
of the feeds are official, meaning that they are provided by a
dispatch center. Others are from scanners that upload the feed
to Broadcastify. Check it out at www.broadcastify.com.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST CHAPTER
Tailboard Times President Matt Simek sent a story on a local
muster that involved kids as well as adults:
Newberg Surpasses all Expectations!
This year’s Classic Fire Apparatus Show, a component of the
Newberg Old Fashioned Festival, was a huge hit! The
moderate weather helped bring boys and girls of all ages out to
see the 25 classic and historic pieces of apparatus from as far
away as Roseburg, Boring, Clackamas, Portland, Yamhill, and
many points in between. Tualatin Valley F&R contributed not
only five of the antique rigs, but also their fire prevention
training trailer, which became an active part of the Junior
Firefighter Challenge Course.

Bryan Joyce’s Junior Firefighter course drew an estimated 200
kids to crawl through tubes to rescue the stuffed bear, climb
ladders, chop a Keiser Sled, and handle a fire hose to knock
down a target. It was definitely a recruiting tool for future
firefighters! Thanks to all participants!

What a great way to get the younger generation
involved!……BB

PACIFIC NORTHWEST CHAPTER Cont.
New Members
PNW Chapter membership is on the rise. A review of our paid
applications shows that our membership is now at 54, up from
32 just six months ago! With ten more members, we will have
achieved our first goal of doubling our membership this year!
If you know of people who have an interest in the history of
firefighting and firefighting apparatus, please help them apply
for membership by referring them to any board member for an
application. The PNW Chapter of SPAAMFAA is pleased to
welcome our newest members: Michael Turcott, Tenino, WA
Chief Al Blodgett, Newberg, OR Phillip Massey, Kalama, WA
Matthew Droege, Cresswell, OR Zachary Weyer, Estacada,
OR Boring VFA, Boring, OR (Dale Miller) Ben Armington,
Gig Harbor, WA.

We also noticed the “call center” where we could see what it was
like to hear an emergency call, and see what a dispatch operator
would do years ago. We saw a set of stairs that lead to another floor
of fire history. We made our way into the bunk quarters which
showed us what a firefighters life was like away from the blazing
heat. The bunk quarters had plenty of posters that gave so much
information. Walking around the upper floor was like walking
through a time machine. The museum was a great experience to end
our fire themed trip!

CHIPPEWA VALLEY CHAPTER
President Jack Running shared their newsletter the Squeaky
Wheel. This is a wonderful newsletter packed with interesting
information. It looks like Jack and his members do a lot of
events and trips which are highlighted in the newsletter. Here
are a few of the articles:
Classic Garage Car Show
On June 21st, the Classic Garage held their bi-weekly car show.
This show featured our SPAAMFAA fire trucks. Thanks to Fritz,
Kevin, Okie and Vince for bringing their trucks. The Porter’s
truck had some mechanical problems and didn’t quite make it to
the show. The Chapter’s hose carts (the late 1800s Chippewa
Falls cart and the 1930’s Camp Kenwood hose cart) were
transported to the show on the new trailer that we recently
purchased. The Chippewa cart sported its newly repaired wheels
and paint job. It looks great. We have some pieces of equipment
to add to the cart to complete the restoration. A more permanent
attachment to the trailer is being worked on and should be
completed in the near future.

Aurora Fire Museum
By Ryan Nelson

During our lunch at the Steak and Shake, our group decided
to head to the Aurora Fire Museum in Aurora IL. We climbed
into our cars and departed to Aurora. We noticed the clouds
started to darken, which didn’t look good. It started to slowly
rain, then turned into a monsoon. We arrived at the museum and
attempted to dodge the raindrops. We made our way into the
museum and were blown away by all of the fire trucks. We paid
the admission and strolled into the museum. Everyone took out
their cameras and were ready to snap a lot of pictures. The first
portion of the museum was the evolution of fire trucks. We saw
everything from horse drawn steamers to modern trucks.

CAFAA
From the Hose Reel Editor Maureen Higgins
Auntie Mo’s Rambling
There's a lot going on both locally as well as nationally with
SPAAMFAA. At the chapter level, CAFAA is moving away from
monthly meetings to more of a semi-monthly schedule. This is due
in great part to the lack of participation from the membership to
attend meetings and help plan programs to supplement the meeting
agenda. Our membership (myself included) is aging and we need to
figure out how CAFAA is going to survive and move forward as a
group. It's up to every one of us to promote the organization and
encourage new members to get involved.
On the national level, SPAAMFAA is facing the same issues.
Once again, dwindling membership and attracting younger members
was a hot topic of discussion at the summer meeting in Middletown.
If you are on Facebook and belong to the SPAAMFAA group, you
have seen the repeated discussions regarding membership and how
younger members are driven away by the attitudes of the 'old' guys.
I would hope that we as CAFAA members are doing everything we
can to make our new and younger members feel valued
Under threat of impending rain, CAFAA's 47th Annual Muster
was held around the pond at the Carroll County Farm Museum in
Westminster on Saturday, June 4, 2016. Attendees were treated to
some of the regular favorites as well as a great selection of new
favorites! In addition to the apparatus awards, the McClure and
Shilling awards were presented to Jesse Walter and Bob Alexander,
respectively. Thanks to all who came out to make the event a
success.

CNY CHAPTER
The July meeting was held at the
newly restored Hotel Syracuse. The
Hotel Syracuse was built from 19221924 and opened in August, 1924. It
operated as a hotel until 2003, and
continued to host catering events until
2009. Developer Ed Riley has
spearheaded the effort to restore the
hotel to its former glory, assisted by
CNY Member Gary Thurston’s
Hayner Hoyt Corporation. It reopened
in June of this year and we were very
fortunate to get a glimpse of this magnificent restoration.

CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Editor Chris Cavette reported on the Howard Cooper Fire
Apparatus Corp. in their September newsletter:
HOWARD COOPER FIRE APPARATUS
In 1912, George Howard and D.I. Cooper formed the Howard
Cooper Corporation in Portland Oregon, to build and sell a variety
of road construction equipment. Later, they also sold and
maintained fire apparatus from several eastern manufacturers
including Ahrens-Fox, Stutz, Mack, and Seagrave.
Howard Cooper began building their own fire apparatus on
small commercial chassis sometime in the early 1920’s. They
were a dealer for Gramm-Bernstein trucks and also used chassis
from Ford, Chevrolet, GMC, International, White, and others for
their fire apparatus. Pumps came from Seagrave, Hale and
Northern.
During World War II, they moved their plant from Portland,
Oregon to Walla Walla Washington. In 1950 they moved back to
Portland where they operated from a plant at 56th and Gisen, where
the State Motor Vehicle Department was/is located. According
to F.R. Cooper in a letter dated June 1986, “Our (fire apparatus)
production peaked in 1955-56 and we were producing better than
one truck each week. We stopped production at the time because
the competition from local garages and do-it yourself mechanics
was high”

THOUSAND ISLANDS HOSE HAULERS
The Hose Haulers had their 5th annual muster on August 6th in
downtown Sackets Harbor, NY. There were 20 pieces of fire
apparatus that were displayed and hundreds of spectators were able
to see static and pumping displays along with a model fire truck
display.
Preparations continue for the 2017 Summer convention and
Muster in beautiful Northern NY. The host hotel will be the Hilton
Garden Inn in Watertown, NY and the Muster will be held in
Historic Sackets Harbor, NY. For reservations use the following
link and mention SPAAMFAA.
http://hiltongardeninn.hilton.com/en/gi/groups/personalized/A/AR
TGIGI-SPF-20170801/index.jhtml

For up to date listings visit www.cafaa.net/anita/anita. Please submit your events to Anita Ford modeltees@gmail.com
1 October 2016 - Stoneham, Massachusetts
Stoneham Fire Station 100th Anniversary celebration. Plans are underway to have an antique fire apparatus, police car parade and more.
More to come. http://tinyurl.com/hrqoz9s
2 October 2016 - Fryeburg, Maine
Firemen's Muster, dry hose, wet hose, ball squirt and more.
Part of Fryeburg
http://www.fryeburgfair.org/Competition/Firemans-Muster contact Corliss Watson 207-890-7334.

Fair,
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2 October 2016 - York, Pennsylvania
3rd Annual Fire Muster & Flea Market, 8 am - 4pm. Cousler Park, 1060 Church Rd. Featured apparatus American LaFrance. A special
ALF challenge with a special award. Apparatus photo sessions, live music, kids corner (8AM - 3 PM) with games, firematic flea market
(8 am - 3 pm), pumping contest (10 am - 2 pm) and fire prevention demos. Food trucks available all day. Awards announced 3 - 4
pm.Truck may be trailered, doesn't need to be running. This year we are adding Best Appearing Fire Dog, can be any breed. All proceeds
go to support the Preservation of Fire History in York County and our First Responder's Scholarship Fund. Contact Bob
strawcem@aol.com
Call 717-885-0395 www.facebook.com/groups/oldfirefarts
2 October 2016 - South Chesterfield, Virginia
The Chesterfield County Dept., of Fire and Emergency Medical Services, cordially invites you to the grand opening of the
Chesterfield County Fire Museum. 2 pm at Fire Station 12. Among other memorabilia on display will be a 1935 Ford Oren originally
from the Ettrick VFD along with other retired Chesterfield fire apparatus. Contact Susan Jones JonesS@chesterfield.gov
8 October 2016 - Williamsport, Pennsylvania
Williamsport Firefighters Local 736 will hold a benefit Muster in honor of Platoon Chief Jeff Cole. The fire muster will have a full day
of events including an apparatus pumping competition, vehicle extrication demo and apparatus displays. At the conclusion, come with
us on a historic trolley ride to old city firehouse. To enter please contact Mike Gardner 570-777-3810. Proceeds to benefit Foundation
58.
8 - 9 October 2016 - Emmitsburg, Maryland
35th Annual National Fallen Fighters Memorial Weekend. Every October, the Foundation sponsors the official national tribute to all
firefighters who died in the line of duty during the previous year. For full schedule of events visit www.firehero.org/events/memorialweekend/
9 October 2016 - Nationwide
Bells Across America. Departments sounded a series of bells when firefighters died in the line of duty to alert all members that a comrade
had made the ultimate sacrifice. This time-honored tradition continues today during funerals and memorial services for fighters. For
the 6th year, bells will ring coast to coast as a grateful nation pauses to honor those firefighters who died in 2015 and previous years.
Help us honor our fallen firefighters. Registration available www.firehero.org/events/memorial-weekend/about/bells-acrossamerica/participation-form
19 - 22 October 2016 - Nashville, Tennessee
Firehouse EXPO, Music City Center. For full schedule http://firehouseexpo.com/conference-2016.php
2 October 2016 - Dover, New Hampshire
Woodman Museum 100th Anniversary, noon - 4 pm. Fire apparatus static display. Note: driveway entrance to grounds is 13.5 feet
between 2 granite posts which may restrict larger apparatus from attending. Tentative events of hand tub demo and fire safety house for
kids. Email jcleary2227@gmail.com www.woodmanmuseum.org

29 October 2016 - Lutherville, Maryland
Fire Museum of Maryland Lantern Night, 6 - 8 pm. A family-friendly Halloween. See fire apparatus in a new light: etched glass signal
lamps and kerosene lanterns; also visit with reenactors in period attire. Wear your Halloween costume and get 1/2 price off admission.
www.firemuseummd.org/
3 - 6 November 2016 - San Antonio, Texas
27th Fire Museum Network Seminar. For more info and registration please visit http://www.sanantoniofiremuseum.org/fmn-info.html
???? February 2017 - Lutherville, Maryland
Fire Museum of Maryland Great Baltimore Firecoach Tour. Meet at the museum for a multimedia presentation and discussion, followed
by a bus and walking tour of the Burnt District of Baltimore. Tour and discussion are led by Baltimore historian Wayne Schaumburg
and Curator Steve Heaver. Call for details 410-321-7500
www.firemuseummd.org
22 -25 February 2017 - Pelham, Alabama
The Alabama Bucket Brigade SPAAMFAA Convention and Muster. You don't want to miss what promises to be an exciting and
affordable convention, with mission based focus topics such as preservation, restoration, operation, fire service and fellowship.
Excursions, muster, flea market, fire truck rodeo and more. www.facebook.com/groups/albucketbrigade/ For a complete schedule and
tickets for excursions and banquet http://tinyurl.com/hu5nz7f
29 April 2017 - Jackson, Michigan
Great Lakes Antique Fire Apparatus Assoc., Swap and Sell. 200 W. Ganson St.. Details forthcoming lamb@congeco.ca
5 (Friday) May 2017- Winchester, Virginia
Millbrook High School 9 am - noon Fire Truck Rodeo. Hundreds of fire engines, old and new. Watch as firefighters drive the huge
machines backwards and forward through tightly spaced cones to the tick of a stop watch. Held rain or shine. For
registration http://thebloom.com/event/fire-truck-rodeo/ 5:30 pm Firefighters Parade. http://thebloom.com/event/firefighters-parade/
19 -21 May 2017 - Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Lancaster County Firemen's Assoc., Fire EXPO. Harrisburg Farm Show Complex www.lcfa.com
20 May 2017 - Hudson, New York
The Firemen's Assoc., of the State of NY Museum of Firefighting is revising the muster on the grounds of the FASNY Firemen's
home. The first muster will coincide with the 125th Anniversary Celebration at the FASNY Firemen's Home. We will also be
partnering with the Hudson FD Inspection Day Parade on this special day. There are plans to add demos and games to the muster as
well. Stay tuned for further details http://www.fasnyfiremuseum.com/content/Events_and_Programs/muster
Contact fhcontact@fasnyfiremuseum.com
4 June 2017 - Cincinnati, Ohio
Miles Greenwood Society 7th National Fire Heritage Muster. Gwen Mooney Funeral Home and Historic Spring Grove Cemetery and
Arboretum, 4389 Spring Grove Ave. 10 am - 4 pm. Vintage and contemporary fire apparatus displays. Firematic flea market and Fire
Safe House demos. FREE admission and parking. For info contact Paul Tieman paul.tieman42@gmail.com.
http://milesgreenwood.org/ https://www.facebook.com/events/655005007964831/
9 July 2017 - Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Pump Primers 42nd annual Fire Muster. Held rain or shine at Riverfront Park. Note: street parking is not free on
weekends. There are kiosks on streets where you can pay on cell phone with PANGO app. For listings of parking lots and fees
visit http://parkharrisburg.com/garage-lots Please watch our web site for updates and registration form. www.papumpprimers.org
28 - 29 July 2017 - Frankenmuth, Michigan
Great Lakes International AFAA Annual Fire Muster. Heritage Park, 601 Weiss St. Pumping, flea market, parade, and BBQ. Please
visit us at www.gliafaa.org/Frankenmuth-Muster.html for updates and further info. Or on Facebook
www.facebook.com/groups/128762276795/?ref=br_tf
2 - 5 August 2017 - Sackets Harbor, New York
SPAAMFAA Convention hosted by the Thousand Island Hose Haulers. Home base hotel will be The Hilton Garden Inn in
Watertown. Muster site at Madison Barracks Polo/Parade Grounds on Lake Ontario. Further details posted as they become available.
www.ti-hosehaulers.org Contact is Bill Blunden billblunden@gmail.com
6 August 2017 - Pennsauken, New Jersey
Cradle of Liberty Antique Fire Apparatus Assoc., Annual Muster and Firematic Flea Market. Cooper River Park, North Park Dr., and
Airport Highway. Details TBA www.clafaa.org

Fire Flea Market
Classified ads are published as a service to our SPAAMFAA
members. Please mail your ads directly to:
Bill Blunden
PO Box 296
Carthage, NY 13619
Or e-mail to: billblunden@gmail.com When the item is sold,
PLEASE advise the editor, so that it can be removed from the
listings.
***************************************

FOR SALE
1933 Seagrave Suburbanites: After a lot of thought I have
decided to put my two 1933 Seagrave Suburbanites (pumper
and quad) up for sale. It is time to downsize my collection.
These are consecutive serial number trucks 74110 and 74111.
These trucks were purchased new for the Carthage, NY FD.
These trucks have been restored over the past few years and
some plating remains to be done. They run perfectly and are
favorites in local parades and auto shows. Both were at the
2015 SPAAMFAA summer convention in Syracuse. I have the
original manuals and parts books for them as well as
supporting documents. The pumper will fit into a standard size
garage so no need for a special building. Would prefer to sell
as a pair to keep them together, but I would consider selling the
trucks separately. Asking $56,000 for the pair, willing to
negotiate. Contact Bill Blunden, 315-783-2324 or at:
billblunden@gmail.com.
1986 HAHN Triple Combination Pumper. Detroit 6V-92TA
with Jacobs Brake, Allison HT-740 A/T, Hale QSMG 1250 GPM
Pump, 750 GA Tank, 6" Gated Front suction, Elkhart 250 GPM
Foam Educator, Polished Aluminum 22.5 Wheels, 6KW Onan
Diesel Generator and (2) 500 Watt Scene Lights. Very Low
Mileage and in Excellent Condition. $13,500.00 OBO
Mike McDonald, Western Heavy Equip. Rentals. Post Office
Box 3336 Escondido, CA., 92033-3336 Cell: 760-644-7541
Continental 16 R engine available in the Chicago area. It's
complete, as far as I can tell, but it is not all together. The head
was taken off and machined but never put back on. Call for more
information. Cell will take a message if I can't take the call.
Fr. Tom Franzman 773-551-0423 (4-16)
1966 MAXIM- This is a Model S 500 gpm pumper. Power
steering, semi-open cab. Ex Hanson, MA. In very good
condition, runs great and stored inside. Have the original Manf.
Specs. Re-powered with a Detroit diesel, low hours. Includes
two booster lines, some hose, suction tubes, ladder and foam
capability and mounted deck deluge unit. Has a great compliment
of lights and siren. Needs interior rear cabinet work. Asking
$5,900 located in Milan, Michigan. Pictures available. Contact
Frank X. Stukenborg fxstuken@aol.com 734-429-2980 Ask for
Frank. (3-16)
1927 REO SPEEDWAGON- Manufactured by Peter Pirsch as
a chemical truck. Some restoration has been done. Fits in a
normal size garage. Garage kept for over 50 years, not currently
running. Truck is located in Northern New Jersey. Asking
$6,900. Contact Bill Egbert at 973-366-6835 Berk25@aol.com

1974 100’ American LaFrance ladder truck refurbished in
1984 served P.B.F. No ground ladders, new batteries, PA30
electronic siren. $6000.
ALSO:
1946 Ford Howe 500 GPM Pump, Over $10,000 in New items
including: All 6 tires, Brake pads,Brake valves, Brake pistons,
Cap and wires, Tune up, Radiator boil and flush, Oil and filter
change,6 volt system, Equipment ladder, hose reel, nozzles, boot
rack, tailboard windshield. Asking $10,000
Contact: Gregory Barilleaux, Barilleaux Consulting LLC,
Disabled Veteran Owned Company- 113 North Poydras Street,
Breaux Bridge, Louisiana 70517 Email: Crewuh1h@cox.net
Cell: 337-849-3876
Collection of fire apparatus literature
Disposing of lifetime collection of fire apparatus literature. Over
500 items involving 85 brands. Price list and inventory available
upon request. Harvey Eckart, 220 E. 11th Street, Berwick, PA
18603 570 759 2343 hfe707@verizon.net.
1981 PIERCE Arrow that is surplus to our collection at present.
The truck is presently owned by the Oregon Fire Museum. We
have a BUNCH of trucks and no place to keep them, so we are
always on the move. The proceeds of the Pierce sale will go to our
building fund. It is in excellent condition and was most recently a
training piece at a Community College. In the past year it has had
the fuel system gone through and safety inspection all done by a
shop that does lots of work on fire equipment. Everything works
and can be driven anywhere with no problem. Before the school
got it, they think the motor, a V8 Detroit was rebuilt. I can supply
photos. We would like $8000.00. The best contact is our museum
president Greg Musil73@gmail.com (541) 554 0669, You can also
contact Bill Hall at: wrhpdx@aol.com (503 253 1326
75’ Pitman Snorkel, 18,000 miles on vehicle Good/Excellent
tires all around. Waterous 1000 GPM pump (Winterized). All
Alum. ladders in place. Snorkel Boom Certified in 2011.
“Winco” generator mounted in compartment. All manuals and
maintenance records since put in service in 1976. All boom hoses
replaced 2013. Front Seats Reupholstered. Stored Inside. Drivable anywhere in the United States. $12,000
Lee Mueller, 5005 Mattis Rd. St. Louis, MO 63128. (H) (314)
849-9273 (W) (314) 843-4900 (C) (314) 574-2843
1917 Model TT wheels four wooden spoke rear wheels. Two are
30X5” with brake drums, solid rubber, also four de-mountable front
rims (two have solid rubber, two split de-mountables $500.00 for
all. 513-726-6913 Ohio
1935 Stutz on an Indiana chassis for sale. Hercules HXE
Engine, former Arnold, PA truck, been in few parades & car
chows. 75% restored, needing some young TLC to finish, will
furnish pictures and more information. I have owned since 1982.
ALSO: Several rolls of 2 ½ “ hose new & used, 2 hard suction.
1975 Mack/Pierce 75’ Snorkel CF Series Mack Diesel Engine,
Turbo Charged Allison Automatic Trans. CONTACT: Bill
Buntin 6691 S State Rd 67 Muncie, IN.

FOR SALE 1926 REO Speedwagon Fire Truck. This truck
is a “sister”, and configured the same as the restored one pictured
on the rear cover of Enjine-Enjine 2013-3. It is a straight,
original, unrestored complete truck except for the usual
accessories of ladders, hoses, etc. I do have new, un-mounted
tires and tubes for same. The truck is located in Abilene, Texas
and I am asking $8500.00. Photos are available if interested.
Phone is 325-668-6678 and email is tim@theeyssens.com. Tim
Eyssen
1931 American LaFrance”200” master style. Ex. Carrollton,
Ky. Restoration was started. New radiator, drive chains, some
chrome done, some sandblasting of parts and sprayed with DP
Primer. Truck is mostly apart $20,000. Asking $15,000 or best
offer. Also a 1953 Seagrave canopy cab. Ex White Hall, OH.
Truck is intact - V12, twin hose reels, Q, etc. Needs restoration
$2,300 or best offer. Dennis Moser - % Alloy Welding, Co. 2786
Fishing Creek Road N. Wilkesboro, NC 28659 336-667-7783
1914 American LaFrance, Model 10, Combination
Chemical/Hose truck. This vehicle is original, unrestored
condition. It was the first piece of motorized fire apparatus
purchased by the Wildwood, New Jersey Fire Department.
Currently located in Portland, Oregon. $75,000. James Zordich
graygoosefarm@comast.net
1898 WATEROUS “NEW CENTURY’ HAND DRAWN FIRE
ENGINE machine is rebuilt ,operational , in museum condition
with lanterns,(repro) oil cans, new 3"suction hose and strainer,
covered trailer included. asking 75K reply to BAT9@ATT.NET
Tom Jenkins
1958 American LaFrance, 900 Series “Invader” Pumper.
SPECIFICATIONS & EQUIPMENT: 12 cylinder engine, 300
gallon water tank, hose reel, ground ladders, pike pole, fire
extinguisher, play pipe, two hand lanterns, two fire axes, two
sections of hard suction with strainer, Federal Q Siren, custom
made cover for open cab, two hose bed bench seats (great for
parades), original manuals and paperwork from Bardstown,
Kentucky, including maintenance records. RESTORATION:
New paint, hand painted striping and 24K gold-leaf lettering,
many parts of the truck have been re-chromed, refinished wood
in hose bed, seats reupholstered. SELLING PRICE: $13,000
This truck has won several awards and competitions. It has been
lovingly restored and cared for since it was purchased from the
Bardstown, Kentucky Fire Department. It has always been
stored inside and undergone routine preventive maintenance and
care. It was recently featured in the main article and on the cover
of the first issue of Vintage Fire Truck & Equipment Magazine.
It is one of the nicest American LaFrance 900 series pumpers
you will find. CONTACT: Bob McClain, 937-855-2479,
bobmc255@gmail.com
1973 Ford 1000 GPM pumper new Cat 250 hp diesel engine
New 4 speed Allison auto trans 1000 GPM Hale pump elect
primer National ME 535 Foam system 6-2 1/2 inch foam outlet
1-2 1/2 inch deluge gun 1 booster reel with hose 500 gal water
tank 100 gal foam tank 10/ 20 inch tires air brakes new batteries
new body 2001 less than 5000 miles on re-power new engine
and tans always garaged very good condition Asking price
$9,500 845 8252600 New York

1967 ALF Model 900 100 Ft. Ladder. Fully restored. All 6
new tires. Ladder works. Fine shape and beautiful. $19,000
John McMullen MI 313580-2292
1964 Mack C95F pumper, original owner New Castle DE.
Thermodyne diesel 672 cu.in., low miles, 500 gal. tank, 1,000
GPM, 2 stage pump, power steering, air brakes, new wood
ladders, brass coupled hose, full compliment of tools, appliances.
asking
$12,000
Jim
Briggs
3523948709,
Perseverancefl@cs.com (Florida)
1950 ALF 700 Series 750 GPM pumper. Originally owned by
the Stickney Hose Company 1 of Nanticoke, PA. All original
open cab specifications including motor and transmission,
Sterling model 30 siren, roof and extension ladders, pike pole,
axes, fire extinguishers, hard suctions, and rear tailboard level
booster reel with hose. Original paint and gold leaf. Has been
stored indoors since purchase in 2005. Recent work includes
tune up, reupholster of bench and jump seats, and brakes. Comes
with some 2.5 inch hose and soft suction. Asking $8,200 OBO.
Contact John Cochran, Fire Chief, Russellville PA,
“Signal 99”: The Fire Apparatus of the Syracuse Fire
Department” detailed photo history of this innovative
department by Deputy Chief David Reeves and Tom Shand, $28
and $6 shipping. Send check to: SFD Historical, 312 State Fair
Blvd, Syracuse, New York 13204
1951 MACK L MODEL 65 ft. Ladder truck. Originally served
at Cape May, NJ. 7-7 engine—good brakes—good tires—good
hydraulics. LADDER — Raises- Rotates, extends 1 Stabilizer
works— 1 does not work- rewired. All red lights and siren
work—Bell. Most chrome has been redone. EQUIPMENT- 6
pike poles; 2- 8 lb FD Axes; 8 lb sledge hammer. 2-8 lb Flat
head axes ; 2 safety belts ; ladder pipe with SS and fog nozzle;
Jay tool; pick; 176 ft. of wooden ladders; 48" pry bar; 48" pry
bar; 1-Carpenter light; 1 flashing red light; 6 MSA helmets; dry
chemical extinguisher; 2 sets wheel chocks; ladder strap Asking
$35,000. The Plastered Fireman Wes Howe 49 North Myrtle
St. Vineland, NJ 08360 856-696-0373 nandine@aol.com 856364-4680 (cell)
1970 Ford American La France pumper. L-900 Chassis, 534
V 8, 5 Speed with 2 speed rear axle. 1000 GPM ALF pump,
1000 Gallon tank. Rehabbed in 1991. Good Condition.
Equipment included $5000.
3" hose, Good Condition $10 per 50’ section. Ed Ross Various
Old WNYF magazines, $5 each.
Large collection of Chicago Fire photos. $1 for 4X5, $2 for 5
X7, $3 for 8 X 10. Or $2 each for entire collection. Most are
1960s and 1970s, most are color 8 X 10. 1970 PGH PA, 100th
Anniversary yearbook $75. Call Ed Ross 412-708-7274
1962 900 Series ALF open cab pumper Ex-Hutchinson, Kansas.
Starboard side pump panel. ALF V-12 Engine with Fuller
Transmission. New fuel pump and vacuum pump in 2010. Not
currently running but with some TLC should be able. Asking
$1000 OBO. Email: mewmd1966@yahoo.com or call 9378594913. Located near Dayton, Ohio. Mark Williams

WANTED
Wanted: Philadelphia Fire Dept. Memorabilia. Looking for
Philadelphia Fire Dept. items. Top Dollar Paid. Contact Ryan
TreDenick rtredenick36@aol.com (610) 745-0280
Hi SPAAMFAA Members, my name is Elliot Paisner and I am
Jr. Member of SPAAMFAA. and collect department and
company patches. Please call or email if you have anything that
I could add to my collection. Thank You, Elliot
Phone: 470-272-3957 Email: empais01@gmail.com
Address: 5523 Wylstream Way Norcross, Georgia 30093.
Hello, my name is Brad Dilgard from Loudonville, Ohio. I’m
seeking information on a fire truck used here at the Loudonville

Want to buy. Part to replace cracked portion of Hale front mount
pump on my 1972 Ford Towers Pumper gear drive. Part number
P75-253.
Scott Barthelmass. 314 565 2480.
Sbarthelmass@yahoo.com Waukesha 6RB engine. I need 2 of
the 3 blocks, 2 pistons with push rods, a set of 12 valves and a
gasket kit. Rick 603-759-9005 or ricks41bn@aol.com
Wanted- 1920’s era Autolite generator John Gasper 860-2051142
California Twin sonic (Model CTS) in good to excellent
condition. LA County Platter light in good to excellent condition.
Mark Dsnielczyk (815) 363-6964
Ford Model T or Model A Fire Truck with a Prospect Pump.
These trucks were more than likely originally sold by my Father
or Grandfather. Tom Sutphen, 4500 Sutphen Ct. Hilliard, OH
43026 614-554-9037 or bill.bartholomew@sutphen.com
Need a fuel cap for 1954 Seagrave aerial ladder. Could also be
from a 1963 Seagrave. Dick Colacino, 410 Sycamore Trail,
Newark, NY 14513 315-573-4067 or rcolacono@colcaino.com

Fire Dept. The truck only had chemical tanks for fire suppression,
unfortunately the tanks and gauges have been lost or destroyed,
I’m not even sure what year this truck is. The only numbers I can
find were on the left front inside corner of frame rail: D 221526
either IE or TE . The chassis seems to be a Dodge Brothers, but
the body does not look like the Dodge Brothers bodies I have
seen. Hopefully some one can shed some light on this truck, thank
you .
The black and white picture is of the truck still in service (1950s),
the other picture is of the truck recently after a mild restoration
(2012). (4-16)
The Adams Center NY Fire Dept. Exempt Benevolent Assn. is
looking for a 1931 Sanford engine, Model 211, Serial #
F21R5276. The engine has a cast aluminum rocker cover, an
updraft carburetor, flywheel housing has 12 bolts. We have
manifolds, carburetor, generator, starter, bell housing. Mainly we
just need the engine, but will take entire truck if necessary. We
believe that this unit was built in 1928 but was never registered
until 1931. The truck is completely restored but the engine blew
and did a lot of damage internally, so this is why we are looking
for the engine. If anyone has this unit and wishes to sell, please
contact David Avery at 315-583-5471 or by e-mail at
avery2dma@yahoo.com (4-16)
Hale transfer case for a 500 or 600 GPM pump vintage around
1928. If you know of a discarded rig in a field somewhere that
might do. Finder’s fee if successful. Pete West, 540-270-0200,
pwest8@comcast.net.
Looking for a pair of Sanford 4” suction covers. I need two but
will take any I can get. Any condition, Contact Mike Prosser at:
fprosser@twcny.rr.com or 315-591-8577
Wanted; 60 Degree 2-1/2' NH thread swivel elbow; unusual, but
they were made. Chromed brass short radius preferred. Akron
#631 in pyrolite even. Andrew Harvey SPAAMFAA founding
member 814-226-6956 PA Eves.

Cairns and Brother Senator aluminum helmets. Any condition
will do. Front or no front. Contact Bradford Paulson, 48 Dwight
Avenue, Clinton, NY 13323
315-853-5400
or
bpaulson909@msn.com
A transmission for a 1936 REO 2 ton truck. Looking for a 4
speed, model D245 transmission or a parts truck with a usable
transmission in it. Contact Rudy Blakeman 715-651-3794
Advertising post cards, photos, and facts on ambulances and
other emergency vehicles by Swab Wagon Co of Elizabethville,
PA for ongoing historical project. Other unwanted old and
modern ambulance brochures and photos may be of interest
Rich Litton 303 Colonial Ave
Moorestown NJ 08057
856-235-6715 or 856-834-8125
PGH PA FD photos, books, reports, post cards, posters, etc.
1870 - 1960 Ed Ross 412-708-7274
Marty Scott, retired federal firefighter and member of the
PHVFD restored their original fire engine, a 1935 Ford
American La France. PHVFD is now focusing on inspecting and
servicing the Hale Model BBF cast iron Rotary Gear pump used
by American LaFrance. They are seeking a parts manual,
operator’s manual and/or a service manual for Hale Rotary Gear
pumps. Their attempts to contact someone at Hale have not been
successful thus far and they continue to reach out to that contact.
Marty Scott, 58 Poplar Lane, Indian Head, MD 20640 Cell
Phone 301-399-9591 Email: martyscott48@gmail.com
Scott Flynn is looking for a 2 1/2 Double Male Dayton to
National Standard adapter if you have one or know of anyone
who
might
please
either
contact
Scott
at
blackshirt132@hotmail.com or Mike Lintz, Secretary Miami
Valley Antique Fire Apparatus Association Greater Dayton
Chapter of SPAAMFAA

The Tool Box by Alex Black 1971-3
(Be advised the answers in this article are from the past and may not apply to present times and there may be
modern alternative repairs.)
VINTAGE APPARATUS information, especially in printed form, is scarce. I'm sure some of you owners out there have the information
you need for your restoration or just every-day maintenance. Let’s take a look at a couple of queries from the current question bag.
Q: Should the oil gage on the front of an Ahrens-Fox piston pump show pressure whenever the engine is running, or just when the pump
is engaged?
A: The gage should show pressure whenever the engine is running because the fire pump’s oil pump and other internal parts are moving
even though the pump levers are not engaged. Be certain the pump crankcase does not contain water instead of oil. This will freeze and
crack the case if the apparatus is stored in a cold place. Even a small amount of water will cause trouble.
Q: What steps should I take to make certain my apparatus will not suffer any ill effects from winter storage in an unheated garage?
A: First, add several cans of dry gas to a nearly-full fuel tank, be sure it is mixed in well, then run the engine for several moments. This
will help avoid moisture troubles in the tank or line and assist in keeping the carburetor from gumming up. Then, shut the engine down
and completely drain the cooling system. Each type of pumper has its different drain points, so make certain you find them ALL. This
includes the drains for pump, booster tank and any auxiliary cooling system if your rig is so equipped. When you are sure all water is
out of the system(s), remove one spark plug from each cylinder and pour a half pint of light oil into each hole, and replace the plugs.
Now, make sure your ignition isn't turned on, and crank the engine over by hand for two of three revolutions to distribute oil inside the
combustion chamber and on the walls of the cylinders. This helps keep the engine free and will aid in keeping valves from hanging up
next spring. Last, remove the battery to a warm spot, perhaps the cellar, where its gravity can be checked and kept up with an occasional
charge during the "off season."
The following article on Ahrens-Fox brake repairs and adjustment was submitted by Tim Elder, Louisville, Ohio, who suggests that
owners who work on their rigs might care to write up a short description in how-to-do-it form so that a body of information might become
available. It's an interesting idea, and we'd like your reaction. Meanwhile, we think this piece on Fox brakes is good enough to print, and
appreciate the opportunity to turn the remainder of this issue's column over to Tim.
Ahrens-Fox Brake Repairs ... by Tim Elder
In submitting this run-down on brake work on my 1925 J-S-4 pumper, I don't claim to be an authority. If anyone sees an error in my
technique, please speak up so others can avoid making the same mistake.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The foot (service) brake operates contracting shoes on a drum on the drive shaft through a mechanical
linkage. The hand (emergency) brake operates expanding bands in drums at the rear wheels, also through a mechanical linkage. On my
apparatus, a vacuum booster cylinder applies the rear wheel brakes when a valve in the foot brake linkage is opened. My brake booster
apparently was not original equipment, but the installation does follow an A-F blueprint of a common installation.
FOOT BRAKE. My linings were worn and oily, so I extracted the shoes for relining. An industrial supply house had 5/16 x 6" woven
lining which they riveted on. Clearance is a problem both in removal and replacement of the shoes. I dropped the brake operating
mechanism (and cleaned, painted and oiled it while off), then removed each shoe and lever as a unit. Each assembly slides forward off
of a pin which is mounted through a frame cross-member. Removal of these pins probably would be better, thus allowing the shoe-lever
assembly to drop straight down, avoiding the clearance problems associated with sliding forward. I tried to remove the pins, but could
not even loosen the nuts holding them. There is another pin which holds the shoe to the lever, but not enough clearance to remove it
while the shoes are in the chassis. To reinstall the left shoe and lever unit, I had to put a notch in the new brake lining to clear a knob on
the back of the transmission. (There must be a better way to do this; somebody please tell us!)
The brake drum has cooling fins on the inside. These should be cleaned to permit better heat removal. This may require some contortionist
maneuvering, but should help reduce brake fade. Adjustment after reassembly is quite simple. Turn both handwheels inward until the
looking knob prevents further turning due to the shoes contacting the drum. When the knob is in its notch, clearance should be correct.
Try to have the two handwheels about equally spaced.
HAND BRAKE. I pulled one rear wheel to check lining condition and decided not to reline. This provided opportunity to clean things
up much easier than would have been possible otherwise, and it also brought to light some adjustments that were hidden under much
dirt. See sketch for the three adjustments to be made. Arrow A shows direction of movement made by adjustment A, B by B, C by C.
Adjustment was not difficult, except for getting a wrench on lock bolt "B." Adjusting screw "C" looks as though a C-type spanner should
work, but it won't. Find some heavy wire and make a tool similar to the one sketched, which will make the job possible.
The adjustment sequence which worked best for me was:
1. Pivot and clearance -- adjustment A 2. Cam end clearance -- adjustment C 3. Centering -- adjustment B
Then repeat until clearance is satisfactory all around the drum. I found a feeler gauge handy for checking clearances at various points
around the drum. Clean any dirt from the outside of the drum for better cooling.
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Do NOT throw this paper away! Important opportunities in SPAAMFAA are open to you!!
In addition to this edition of Silver Trumpet please take a look at this as well.

SPAAMFAA Volunteer Support Opportunities
We need your help running the SPAMFAA organization. Please help the society by volunteering
to participate on one of our committees. Please indicate which committee you might be
interested in and provide us with your contact info and we will put you in touch with the
appropriate committee chairman. Then you can decide with them what works best for you.
Each Chapter should have at least one chapter member represented on a National Committee or
office.
The Official Committees are:
Advertising Committee
Archives Committee
Audit Committee
Conference/Muster Committee
Committee Recruiter
Education Committee
Endowment Committee
Enjine!-Enjine! Magazine
Finance Committee

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Fund Raising Committee
History Committee
Membership Secretary
Parliamentarian
Rules Committee
Safety Committee
Silver Trumpet Newsletter
Web Master

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

******************** (Response Contact Info on back side of the page) **************************

Yes, I’d Like to Volunteer Support a SPAAMFAA Committee
Name: _____________________________________ Chapter _____________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number:___________________________ Email address:_____________________________
SPAAMFAA Member Since: ____________
Committee Preference(s): ______________________________________________________________
Mail your response to Peter West, Executive Secretary
PO Box 186. Philomont, VA, 20131
OR
Email response to execsecretary@SPAAMFAA.org

